ALStrays Transport Checklist
The fact that you have downloaded this Checklist via our Password Protected Transport Page means that
you have completed the booking form (which MUST be completed for all cats and dogs being transported
with us) for your animals transport, and have received the password to access the Transport Page but ….
1.
2.

Have you completed the form at the bottom of the transport page to confirm that you have read the page, and will
monitor the outstanding actions, updates and live tracking?
Have you ensured that EVERYBODY involved with the transport of the animal (the rescue preparing the animal,
the person bringing the animal to the drop off location, the person receiving the animal at the pick up location) has
read the transport page and completed the form?

It is EXTREMELY important that everybody monitors the transport page to ensure the smooth running of
the transport. We WILL NOT transport an animal unless everybody involved has confirmed that they will
monitor it as we want to ensure the minimal of disruptions to ALL THE ANIMALS if the schedule changes.
PASSPORTS
There are two types of pet passport in use, pre 29th December 2014 (old) and post 29th December 2014 (new). The
new ones were introduced to cut down on the amount of fraudulent alternating of passports people where doing.
Unless a passport is 100% correct we can not transport the animal as we simply can not put the transport of
the other animals at risk, or indeed our own licenses.
OLD Style Passports
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Has the animal been microchipped and the number and date entered in the passport by the vet?
Has the animal had a rabies vaccination which was done either the same day as the microchip or AFTER the
microchip?
Has the vet completed the passport with the rabies sticker, the valid from date, the valid until date, their stamp and
their signature?
For Dogs only: has the vet completed the worming page with details of the treatment, the date, time, stamp and
signature? Is this date and time between 1 and 5 days of the transport date for your animal?
Has your vet dated, signed and stamped the Clinical Examination page on the passport between 48 hours and 24
hours before the transport date?
Has the vet completed the Ownership page with the current owners details, the Description of the Animals page
and the Identification of the Animals page?

NEW Style Passports
These are more complicated, and certain pages require laminating by the vet.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Have you completed the Details of Ownership page and SIGNED IT?
Has the vet completed the Description of Animal page?
Has the vet completed and LAMINATED the Marking of Animal page, specifically the microchip number,
application date and location of microchip? Was the Microchip done on same day or BEFORE rabies vaccination?
Has the vet completed the Issuing of Passport page and stamped and signed it (and I suggest laminated it as well
but that is not mandatory)?
Has the vet completed the rabies vaccination with a sticker, THREE dates (the date of vaccine application, the
valid from date - 21 days after the application remembering that the application date is counted as Day Zero - the
renewal date, their stamp and signature and LAMINATED across the three columns?
For Dogs only: has the vet completed the worming page with details of the treatment, the date, time, stamp and
signature? Is this date and time between 1 and 5 days of the transport date for your animal? Has he LAMINATED
this page?
Has your vet dated, signed and stamped the Clinical Examination page on the passport between 48 hours and 24
hours before the transport date?

And Finally …… Has the Declaration been completed (required for ALL animals traveling on PETS Scheme and ALL
animals travelling to the UK). Have the people involved in transporting to Pick Up or Drop Off locations CHECKED they
know where they are going? For TRACES Dogs and Cats to UK have you contacted local AVHLA office 48 hours before
arrival?

